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1 of 1 review helpful Cutting Edge Horror By Rachelle Rivett When I first purchased this book I wasn t sure since I 
knew nothing of Robertson Now I will admit I cannot wait for more I am keeping my eyes open 1 of 2 review helpful 
Thoroughly engaging short stories By L Lloyd A reminder of things that go bump in the night this collection makes 
me want to keep the ni DEATH DREAMS DELUXE includes every piece of horror and science fiction that I wrote 
from 2005 2014 Many people believe horror to be an inferior genre but not I Horror done well is really just drama 
taken to a higher more primal level The ideas for the stories in this book came from many sources dreams and 
nightmares waking fears homages to my favorite films and books imagination and in one instance a voice heard 
telepathically during a night of insomnia 
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